FACTORS ADDING TO POOR HEALTH

Even the best commercial pet foods have their enzymes destroyed through heat, processing, preservatives and other chemicals. These vital food enzymes are needed to help maintain a pet’s immune system and protect all of their body’s primary metabolic functions.

The fact that we continue to feed our pets such enzyme-less food over an entire lifetime may contribute to the growing list of animal health problems we witness today including; Osteoarthritis, Inflammation, Joint Pain, Hip Dysplasia, Pano, OCD, HOD, Shedding, Hair loss, Dry Skin, Itchy Skin, Digestive Disorders, Gastritis, Pet Food Allergies, Epilepsy, Fatigue, Hot Spots and many other stress related symptoms contributed by a weakened immune system.

Remember, every pet needs more than processed foods!

WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP?

Give your pet NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats or the Spouted Granules daily! This concentrated formula provides pets with an enzyme-rich food source plus powerful natural antioxidant protection. The live ingredients add the key nutrition needed for a long and vital life and the quality building blocks a pet’s body needs to cleanse toxins and free radicals from soft tissues to maintain the normal healthy functioning of the immune system.

WILL THEY REALLY HELP?

We’re so sure that NZYMES® will help your pet that we provide you with a “120-Day Money-back Guarantee”. Just open this brochure and read our success stories or visit us online at www.nzymes.com and you will see for yourself what giving NZYMES® everyday can do for your loving pet.

PROVEN WITH VETERINARIANS

The powerful ‘antioxidant formula’ found in NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats and NZYMES® Sprouted Granules has been recommended by nutrition conscious doctors, veterinarians and breeders for over twenty years. They understand about the body’s ability to use good nutrition to help strengthen the immune system and improve health, mobility, vitality and longevity in pets of all ages.

Musculoskeletal Inflammation Study

Musculoskeletal inflammation is a primary cause of discomfort for millions of older pets. A study of this unique formula and its primary effects with musculoskeletal inflammation in dogs was performed by a group of six (6) contributing veterinarians. The 387 dogs tested ranged in size from 10 to 125 pounds and in ages from 6 months to 18 years.

The Study’s Findings

In just 8 days the unpublished study site 88% percent of the cases showed significant improvement in mobility, range of motion, relief of pain and reduction of swelling. 12% percent of the dogs did not show significant improvement until the fourth week of treatment.

The overall mobility for all the dogs tested increased as treatment time extended past the initial response point.

In most cases, just one (1) of the NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats or 1/2 teaspoon of NZYMES® Sprouted Granules were used for each sixty pounds (60 lbs.) of body weight to achieve a positive response.
SHANA
Breed: German Shepherd mix
Age: 12 1/2 years
Health History: Stroke - Palsy - Arthritis - Infected Cyst - Joint Pain

Shana had a stroke in December of 1999 that left her with her head tilted to the side. She had lost her appetite, her eyes were dull and she was very listless. Her hindquarters were so weak, shaky that she couldn't even use the stairs without our help. Then, a oozing bloody cyst opened on her spine. The Vet fed Shana intravenously but decided against surgery because she did not feel Shana could survive the anesthesia in her weakened condition. Based on all of these overwhelming symptoms, the vet felt that Shana would pass away very soon. I couldn't accept this prognosis and started looking online for more help. I found the NZYMES site, read the testimonials and decided to place an order at the end of January. Even though the initial dosage called for 2 each day for the first two weeks, I only gave Shana one (1) NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats per day. After several days I noticed she seemed to have more energy and a will to live. Day by day I noticed little improvements. Her eyes got shiny, her cyst started to heal, her appetite increased and she seemed to enjoy life again.

Now, after 30 days on NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats, she can go up and down the stairs without our help, and she’s walking over a mile a day. Plus she has a spring in her step that I haven’t seen in quite awhile. Remember she could barely raise herself only a month ago. I believe it or not it was less than a week after the NZYMES® that I saw the effect. The vet says “if she didn’t see her restoration with her own eyes, she’d never believe it.”

Shana is enjoying life again. I know this story sounds too good to be true, believe me but I promise you, every word is true and is exactly as I stated it. I’m so thankful to have Shana alive and well.

Roslyn Olsen - St. Augustine, Fl

PRISSY
Breed: Sheltie
Age: 6 years.
Health History: Arthritis - Problems climbing - Shedding

It was about a year ago when we first noticed that Prissy started taking 1 step at a time when going up the stairs, and was reluctant to jump up onto a chair of any height. We knew she must be in pain to react like that. A friend gave us a bottle of NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats to see if it could help.

We saw improvement in her movement after 2 only weeks and within a month she was "bounding" up the stairs and ‘jumping’ up on things like she use to do when she was 2 or 3 years old. Prissy sheds heavily and, on a daily basis. But since she started taking NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats we’ve see a remarkable difference in the way she sheds. Each day is less and less, making her the ideal pet we always wanted. In conclusion, I would NOT have believed anyone if they said that a natural product could make this much of a difference. But after seeing it work for ourselves, we would recommend NZYMES® for anyone’s pet.

H. Wilke - Huntington Beach, CA

ATHENA
Breed: Greyhound
Age: 5 years
Health History: Urinary Problems - Dry skin - Inactive

Since we adopted our 5 year old brindle Greyhound from the racetrack 2 years ago we have accumulated an astronomical amount of veterinarian bills due to her reoccurring urinary problems. She also has a dry skin problem.

Our veterinarian had said, that she eats good quality dry dog food and all the nutrients that she needs should be available in her food. But, after researching the importance of enzymes and their positive effects for animal’s bodies we decided to try your NZYMES® product.

Well, we were hoping that NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats would work... and they have! Before, Athena was inactive, she just laid around the house and we felt bad for her. Over the past month she has shown significant health improvements and we noticed the following changes: She has more energy, and she now licks us with kisses. She is more active and even enjoys running around our house. Her dry flaky skin began to look much better after 30 days. She has even re-grown hair on her hindquarters that alone was worth it!

Just recently we took her back to the veterinarian for a new urinalysis test and this time everything was normal, NO crystals in her urine. We were amazed to have obtained a normal urinalysis in less than two months on NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats. Her eating habits have improved and her stools are better. Thanks to NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats we avoided additional veterinary costs.

Athena is just like our kid and we want the best for her. We have recommended NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats to several of our friends who have pets.

Karen & Michael Domench - Webster, NY

TIFFY
Breed: Domestic Long Hair / Mixed
Age: 10 years
Health History: Shedding - Hair-balls - Lazy - Lethargic

Tiffy is 10 and had become very lethargic. She was acting as if she was ill, but the vet couldn’t find anything wrong. At night she always likes to lay on our very expensive royal blue carpet and she sheds cat hair everywhere. Of course, every morning I would have to take a half-hour to clean up the shedding and the coughed-up hair-balls.

So I was just about to go nuts when a friend who had used your NZYMES® for their cat suggested I give them a try. We followed the instructions and started giving her the NZYMES® Sprouted Granules mixed with a little tuna. After 3 weeks Tiffy’s like new cat. She has renewed energy and seems very happy and playful again. What amazed me was that her shedding has stopped and she rarely gets hair balls anymore. Your product has given me back that half-hour a day I dreaded so much. I want you to know that, besides Tiffy’s improvement, I consider my life improved too.

You need to tell more cat owners about NZYMES®.

H. Coats - San Pedro, CA

RALF
Breed: Miniature Schnauzer
Age: 1 1/2 years
Health History: Poisoning – Intestinal hemorrhaging

My 1 and 1/2 yr. old Miniature Schnauzer, Ralf, ate some grass contaminated with rat poison in January, 1999. This caused severe gastrointestinal hemorrhage and scarring of the intestinal mucous. Luckily, being treated in time, he survived. Nevertheless, 30 days later he still was in a weakened condition, feaces full of mucous and adverse reactions to processed foods, even including therapeutic intestinal foods.

Navigating on the Internet, looking for something that could eventually help Ralf, I found the NZYMES®. He began to taking NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats in March and within 20 days there was a notable improvement. He had normal bowel movements, his appetite, happiness and energy reappeared. His diarrhea and vomiting stopped. Now, after 2 months eating 1 treat daily, his friskiness and health appeared perfect.

I have recommended NZYMES® to all my friends and I intend to give them to Ralf for the rest of his life. I would like to thank you from the bottom of my heart for this product. NZYMES® Antioxidant Treats returned my Ralf to his old happy, frisky, healthy self.

Isabel Cristina Bolduan – Curitiba, Brazil

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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